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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Waterman Energy, Environment and Design Ltd (Waterman) have been instructed by Mr Colin
Rowland to undertake a landscape and visual appraisal of land at Bampton, Devon, hereafter
referred to as ‘the Site’. The Site is being promoted for residential development following public
consultation.

1.2

This appraisal summarises the findings of Waterman’s desktop review and site survey which were
conducted in April 2009. It provides an overview of relevant designations and planning policies for
the area, describes the landscape character of the Site and the surrounding area, assesses the
visibility of the Site from surrounding environs and identifies representative viewpoints from publicly
accessible locations. Recommendations are also given in respect of design principles that would
be appropriate given the landscape and visual constraints and opportunities of the Site and
surrounding area.

1.3

Carlisle Jessop Architects have prepared illustrative layouts as part of the planning application.
These are considered within the conclusion of this report.

1.4

This appraisal considers two separate but inter-linked issues as follows:
!

Landscape Character Appraisal – The role and relationship of characteristics and features of
the Site within the surrounding landscape (such as topography, land-use, vegetative cover)
and their sensitivity to change; and

!

Visual Appraisal – The visibility of the Site in the surrounding landscape and its importance
visually within views from adjacent environs.

1.5

The visual analysis is based on views from external spaces within the public domain and not from
inside buildings or private spaces. However, where notable views from private properties are
possible these have been recorded and comments made if appropriate. Photographs were taken
from selected viewpoints with a digital camera with an equivalent 50mm focal length lens at eye
level (1600mm above ground).

1.6

As an assessor grade member of the Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment
(IEMA) the methodology used by Waterman in the preparation of this appraisal has been tested
through review and the inquiry process and developed from the following guidance:
!

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Second Edition, Landscape Institute
(LI) and IEMA 2002; and

!

Landscape Character Assessment-Guidance for England and Scotland, Scottish Natural
Heritage and The Countryside Agency, 2002.

Site Context
1.7

The town of Bampton, Devon lies within a valley at a crossing point over the River Batherm,
approximately 5km south of Exmoor National Park and 10km north of Tiverton. The Site covers an
area of approximately 0.1 hectare (ha) and is located on the western edge of Bampton, Devon.

1.8

The B3227 aligns the Site’s southern boundary. The High Street lines the northern boundary and a
small lane which links the High Street to the B3227 forms the Site’s western boundary. Residential
dwellings and private gardens abut the Site’s eastern boundary (refer to Plan E10314/03a).

1.9

The Site itself consists predominantly of rough grass and pastoral farmland enclosed by a mixture
of post and wire fencing, stone wall and dense hedgerows. Numerous mature and veteran trees
are located on Site, predominately situated along the western and southern boundaries. (A
separate report has been produced addressing arboricultural matters). There is a pronounced
slope from the northwest to southeast across the Site, falling from approximately 145m Above
Ordnance Datum (AOD) to 120m.
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2. PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT
2.1

The following extracts summarise planning policies relevant to landscape and visual issues from a
national, regional and local level.

National Planning Policy
Planning Policy Statement 1 (PPS1) - Delivering Sustainable Development
(2005)
2.2

One of the aims of PPS1 is to protect and enhance the natural and historic environment and the
quality and character of the countryside. It stresses the importance of protecting the wider
countryside and taking account of the impact of development on landscape quality and the
preservation of the built and archaeological heritage. PPS1 recognises that character is a
significant material consideration in planning policy formulation and development control decisions.

Planning Policy Statement 7 (PPS7) – Sustainable Development in Rural
Areas (2004)
2.3

Planning Policy Statement 7: ‘Sustainable Development in Rural Areas’ (PPS 7) provides the
Government’s national guidance for development in rural areas. The guidance seeks to “protect
the countryside for the sake of its intrinsic character and beauty”. It does not, however,
preclude development altogether within rural areas and encourages proposals that are of “good
quality” and that “respect and where possible enhance the local distinctiveness, and the
intrinsic qualities of the countryside”.

Regional Planning Policy
Regional Planning Guidance for the South West (RPG 10) (September 2001)
2.4

The Regional Planning Guidance for the South West (RPG 10) aims to achieve sustainable
development in the South West with a range of aims and initiatives such as making the best use of
previously developed land and conserving and enhancing important environmental assets.

Devon Structure Plan 2001 to 2016 (October 2004) ‘saved policies’
2.5

Under the terms of the ‘Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act’, polices from the Devon Structure
Plan 2001 to 2016 (adopted in October 2004) have been ‘saved’ and will eventually be superseded
by policies in the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) upon its adoption. The Devon Structure Plan
2001 to 2016 (saved policies) provides the planning framework for Devon and complements the
South West Regional Spatial Strategy (currently RPG10) during this transition period.

2.6

Policy ST1 relates to Sustainable Development and sets out a range of sustainable development
objectives such as protecting environmental assets (including landscape, the natural, built and
historic environment) and ensuring that “development proposals are well designed and
sympathetic to Devon’s distinctive character”.

2.7

Policy CO1 relates to ‘Landscape Character and Local Distinctiveness’. The plan identifies a
number of Landscape Character Zones at a regional level and this policy encourages the
protection and enhancement of the distinctive landscape qualities and features of Devon’s
Landscape Character Zones. These are described in more detail in ‘Section 3: Landscape
Character Appraisal’.

2.8

Policy CO6 pertains to the ‘Quality of New Development’. It states that the “identity, distinctive
character and features of existing settlements, urban and rural areas should be conserved
and enhanced”. The Policy goes on to highlight the importance of attention to good design and
layout that “respects the character of the site and its surroundings”.
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2.9

Policy CO7 relates to ‘Historic Settlements and Buildings’. The Policy looks to conserve and
enhance “the character and appearance of conservation areas, the historic character of the
landscape, listed or other buildings of historic or architectural interest and their settings”.

Local Planning Policy
Mid Devon Local Plan First Alteration (July 2006) (‘saved policies’)
2.10 Policy S5 is concerned with general development requirements. This policy states that in order for
development to be permitted, “it must be ensured that the development proposals are:
!

Located without harm to the historic interest, appearance and character of any affected
landscape, settlement, building or street scene; and

!

Located without loss to open spaces important to the character of the area”.

2.11 Policy S6 relates to ‘Design of new development’. The Policy states that development will be
permitted provided that “a coherent approach to the overall design is adopted, including
building designs, siting, scale, height, massing, layout, colour, materials, landscaping, open
spaces, circulation routes and access arrangements”.
2.12 The Policy goes on to state that the development proposals must “respect and enhance the
distinctive historic, landscape and settlement character of the locality, taking account of
locally important features, vistas, panoramas, skylines, street patterns, buildings, groups of
buildings, open spaces and their interrelationships”.
2.13 Policy H3 relates to ‘Housing design and density’. An aim of this policy is for development
proposals to achieve a “mix of housing types” that are “consistent with a high standard of
design and layout in order to create an attractive, high quality environment”.
2.14 Policy H7 pertains to development in rural areas, notably those sites within or adjacent to the
defined settlement limit of a settlement. The Policy states that development will be permitted
where the site is “well related in scale, location and setting to the character and size of the
settlement and its services in order to avoid significant harm to the character and setting of
the settlement”.
2.15 Policy C1 relates to ‘New community facilities’, including the provision of public open space. The
Policy states that such development must be on sites that cause “no significant harm to the
character and appearance of the local countryside, where there is no available site within
the settlement”.
2.16 Policy ENV11 is concerned with ‘Conservation Areas’. The Policy states that “Development
within or affecting a conservation area will only be permitted where it would preserve or
enhance the appearance or character of the conservation area”.

Other Initiatives
Bampton Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan (2005)
2.17 The ‘Bampton Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan’ was adopted as planning
guidance in December 2005. Whilst the Site is not located within the Conservation Area, the
eastern boundary of the Site immediately abuts the boundary of the Bampton Conservation Area.
2.18 The Appraisal includes a number of design principles which aim to preserve and enhance the
character of the conservation area. The Plan states that the “scale, massing and height of new
buildings will be expected to reflect those of the existing built environment of the immediate
context or of the wider conservation area context”.

Bampton, Devon
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2.19 The design principles also emphasise the need to use suitable materials and finishes, in keeping
with the character of the area.

Statutory Designations
Tree Preservation Orders (TPO)
2.20 There are no Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs) located within the site boundary (Confirmed by Mid
Devon District Council via telephone conversation on 7th April 2009). However, the ‘Bampton
Conservation Area’ abuts the eastern boundary of the Site and all trees within this area are
protected.

Public Rights of Way (PRoWs)
2.21 There are no Public Rights of Way (PRoWs) within the Site boundary, however, the Exe Valley
Way is located in close proximity to the Site on rising ground to the north and runs along the
northern boundary of the Site, through Bampton and along the River Batherm, south of the Site.
There are numerous other footpaths which dissect the wider surrounding landscape. A number of
these have been considered in the visual appraisal, namely ‘Bampton Footpath number 2’,
‘Bampton Footpath number 9’, ‘Bampton Footpath number 11’ and ‘Bampton Footpath number 14’.
(The routes of these footpaths are illustrated on Plan E10314/03a).

Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas
2.22 There are no listed buildings or Conservation Areas within the Site boundary; however, the
‘Bampton Conservation Area’ is situated adjacent to the Site, abutting the Site’s eastern boundary.
There are a number of listed buildings within the Conservation Area, the closest one to the Site
being ‘Bowdenhays’, a Grade II listed building approximately 40m to the east of the Site.

Planning History of the Site
2.23 There have been no previous planning applications submitted for the Site, as confirmed by South
West Planning Consultancy Ltd, via email on 7th May 2009.
2.24 The Site was previously identified as a preferred option site for housing under the Bampton
Development Plan Document (DPD) 2007. This option was reconsidered in 2008 and rejected on
the basis of visual impact. It was recognised that part of the Site could be developed in an
acceptable manner but this would involve partial development and appropriate design.
!
!
!
!
!

Bampton, Devon
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3. LANDSCAPE CHARACTER APPRAISAL
National Character
3.1

3.2

The Countryside Agency’s Character Map of England identifies broad, strategic character areas for
the whole of England. The Site lies within the ‘Exmoor’ Character Area, identified as Character
Area 145. This area is characterised by:
!

A diverse upland landscape, rising abruptly out of the surrounding lowlands and ending in a
high and spectacular cliffed coastline with coastal heath at the edge of the Bristol Channel;

!

Central high, treeless heather and grass moorlands used for rough grazing;

!

Extensive 19th century moorland-edge enclosures and farms with beech-topped hedgebanks
and beech windbreaks;

!

Steep, wooded inland valleys and a steep, complex and visually outstanding coastline of
headlands, cliffs and coves;

!

Regular, straight-sided fields usually enclosed by earth banks and stone walls;

!

Villages and farmsteads nestle in sheltered valley bottoms with slates and sandstones used in
older buildings;

!

Wooded lower slopes in some places, some with former deer parks; and

!

High archaeological interest of Bronze Age monuments such as hill-forts.

The characteristics of the inland landscape features described above are demonstrated at the Site
and its surrounds, particularly the steep wooded valleys, villages and farmsteads sheltered in valley
bottoms as well as the beech-topped hedgebanks and earth bank enclosures of the surrounding
undulating grass moorlands.

Regional Character
Mid Devon Landscape – An appraisal of Devon’s Landscape at the beginning
of the 21st Century (Devon County Council) (2002)
3.3

This Study classified Devon into 32 separate areas, termed ‘Landscape Character Zones’. For
each of these zones, key characteristic features and detailed descriptions are provided. The Site
lies on the junction of two Landscape Character Zones. These are the ‘Bampton and Beers
Downs’, landscape character zone number 7, and the ‘Exmoor Fringe’, landscape character zone
number 22.

3.4

Key characteristics of the ‘Bampton and Beers Downs’, Landscape Character Zone are:

3.5

!

Relatively flat hilltop areas dominated by large farms with modern barns;

!

Few trees on the hilltops but dense beech and holly hedges;

!

Some isolated beech plantations in the higher areas;

!

Woodland on fringe areas, especially in the valleys; and

!

Remote area unaffected by through roads.

Key characteristics of the ‘Exmoor Fringe’, Landscape Character Zone are:
!

Foreground landscape to high lands of Exmoor;

!

Beech hedges, occasionally grown out;

Bampton, Devon
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3.6

!

Crossed by steep, wooded valleys;

!

Drove roads and tracks leading to and from the high moor;

!

Patchwork of fields; and

!

Individual hilltop tree features.

The characteristics of the ‘Exmoor Fringe’ are generally exhibited at the Site and its surrounds,
notably the steep wooded valleys, drove roads, tracks and hedges. To the south of the Site,
beyond Bowbier Hill, the landscape is more characteristic of the features identified in the ‘Bampton
and Beers Downs’ Landscape Character Zone, particularly the flatter hilltop areas where there are
fewer trees as well as the wooded valleys and isolated beech plantations located in the higher
areas.

Local Character
Mid Devon District Council Landscape Character Assessment (2007)
3.7

The assessment was commissioned by Mid Devon District Council and involved a detailed
assessment of the landscape character of the whole District with the work undertaken between
September 2004 and October 2005.

3.8

The study identified 20 Landscape Character Types which relate to Mid Devon. The Site lies within
the ‘North of Tiverton – Steeply Rolling Farmland’ landscape character type which is characterised
by:

3.9

!

Steeply rolling and undulating smooth rounded repeated medium-scale landscape with
irregular drainage patterns;

!

High, dense hedges on hedgebanks (the defining enclosure features of this landscape type)
forming small to medium-scale hedge enclosed pastures with medium to large scale arable
fields on hilltops and a well-wooded character in the vales;

!

Agrarian landscape of meandering lanes with dispersed settlement pattern and a number of
tight-knit small-scale traditional villages, a nationally important parkland and two prominent
castles that are Scheduled Ancient Monuments; and

!

Winding single-track lanes with tight bends and steep profiles as they rise up and roll over the
steep landform. Hedges allowed to grow tall create enclosed tunnels of lanes creating an
increased sensed of enclosure.

Following fieldwork, it can be confirmed that the area surrounding the Site demonstrates a number
of the characteristics identified within the National Character Area 145 ‘Exmoor’ and the Regional
Landscape Character Zone, the ‘Exmoor Fringe’. The Site and surrounding area vividly
demonstrates the characteristics of the local Landscape Character Type the ‘North of Tiverton –
Steeply Rolling Farmland’ within which the Site has been identified.

Site Specific Landscape Character Assessment
3.10 The Site falls within the ‘North of Tiverton – Steeply Rolling Farmland’ landscape character type, as
identified within the Mid Devon Landscape Character Assessment. This character type surrounds
the Bampton urban area. ‘North of Tiverton – Steeply Rolling Farmland’ is characterised by steeply
rolling topography and wooded valleys, creating a contrast between the secluded valley bottoms
and the more open, rolling hill summits. Land use is a mix of small to medium-scale enclosed
pastures, used for rough grazing and medium to large scale arable fields on hilltops. Dense
hedgerows on hedgebanks are the defining enclosure feature of this landscape.

Bampton, Devon
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3.11 Winding, sunken, single track lanes dissect the landscape that surrounds the Site, particularly to
the south east. These lanes are characterised by their steep bends and steeply rising and falling
profiles. The aligning hedgerow network grows tall to enclose the lanes, forming meandering
tunnel-like routes with restricted views out, occasionally broken for farm and field entrances.
3.12 The wide, flat, green open flood plain of the River Batherm is located to the north east of Bampton.
This is a rare expanse of flatter topography which contrasts heavily with the steeply sloping hills
that surround it.
3.13 South of Bampton the character of the floodplain becomes much more enclosed. The valley is
densely wooded and influenced by the roads which run through it, acting as a transport corridor
aligning the floodplain. Isolated tree plantations and other blocks of woodland are a feature of the
higher areas. There are a number of disused quarries in the surrounding area which have left large
expanses of rock exposure into the sides of some of the wooded valleys.
3.14 In the immediate vicinity of the Site, to the east, is the urban area of Bampton, which consists of a
plethora of building styles and vernacular. The town is a busy place serving as a focus for the
surrounding area and its character is that of a small rural market town. Several, well-used traffic
routes pass through the town and there is a steady flow of vehicles forming a busy centre. The
town also has quieter, narrow and intimate streets, off the main thoroughfares.
3.15 Local building materials such as slate and mudstones are characteristic of the vernacular of the
historic core of Bampton, whilst modern residential development, imitating traditional building
materials, are present at the outskirts of the town following the course of the valley - such as at
Meadow View and School Close. Slate stone walls are a notable feature of the character of this
settlement. The Grade I listed Church of St Michael and Castle motte and bailey are significant
historic features of the town.
3.16 Following the Site specific assessment, the Site and its immediate environs have been classified by
Waterman into five Landscape Character Areas (LCA’s) (refer to Plan E10314/11). This
characterisation assists in defining the capacity of the landscape to accommodate development
and devise the most appropriate mitigation strategy. LCA 1 includes the Site area. The primary
characteristics of the identified LCA’s are:

LCA 1: Steeply Rolling Farmland
!

Small to medium scale enclosed pastures, used primarily for rough grazing;

!

Steeply rolling topography with blocks of dense woodland and fields enclosed by dense
hedges on hedgebanks;

!

Winding single-track lanes with enclosing hedgerow surrounds; and

!

Sparsely spread settlement and scattered farmsteads.

LCA 2: Open Hill Summit
!

Medium to large scale arable fields on hilltops; and

!

Few trees on the hilltops but dense beech and holly hedges.

LCA 3: Bampton Urban Area
!

Small rural market town;

!

Busy centre with much traffic; and

!

Quieter, narrow and intimate streets, off the main thoroughfares.

LCA 4: Open Floodplain
!

Open flood plain of the River Batherm; and

!

Wide, flat topography.

Bampton, Devon
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LCA 5: Wooded Valley Transport Corridor
!

Enclosed, densely wooded with occasional isolated tree plantation;

!

Transport corridor with roads aligning the floodplain; and

!

Plantations and expanses of rock exposure on wooded valley sides.

Interim Summary
3.17 The landscape context of the Site is typical of the undulating countryside synonymous with the
‘Steeply Rolling Farmland’ landscape character type, whilst the immediate vicinity of the Site to the
east has an urban feel as a result of Bampton’s built form.
3.18 Despite its setting within ‘LCA 1: Steeply Rolling Farmland’, the Site’s close proximity to built form
of ‘LCA 3: Bampton Urban Area’ and the extension of built form along the B3227 radiating from
Bampton results in the Site’s association with the rural fringe of Bampton rather than that of the
more medium-scale hedgebank-enclosed pastures of the wider surrounding rural landscape, where
settlement and built form are more sparsely spread. The rural fringe fields surrounding Bampton
soften the built form of the town and act as a transition between the urban character of Bampton
and the wider rural landscape.
3.19 Vegetative cover may not be a prominent feature within the Site but there are a number of large
mature and veteran trees are present along the western and southern boundaries.
3.20 Principal landscape assets within the vicinity of the proposed development area include:
!

Steeply sloping landscape of pastoral fields, scattered farmsteads, hedgebanks, and winding
lanes;

!

Mature and veteran trees;

!

Dense hedgerows and associated hedgerow trees;

!

Wooded valleys; and

!

Historic core of Bampton, notably the Grade I listed Church of St Michael which acts as a
landmark within the landscape.

Bampton, Devon
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4. VISUAL APPRAISAL
4.1

The following section examines the visibility of the Site with reference to certain representative
views towards the Site from the surrounding area. The appraisal is based on the findings of the
GIS analysis (refer to the Topography and GIS Visual Analysis Plan (E10314/01)) and has been
refined and verified through field assessment in April 2009. The extent of the visual envelope is
shown within the Field Verified Visual Envelope Plan (E10314/02) which should be read in
conjunction with this section.

4.2

The identification of views has been carried out from external spaces within the public domain, and
not from within buildings or private spaces. However, where notable views from private dwellings
are possible these have been recorded. The locations of the viewpoints are illustrated on
‘Photoviewpoint Locations Plan (E10314/03a)’ and represented on the ‘Photoviewpoint Sheets’
(E10314/04, E10314/05, E10314/06, E10314/07, E10314/08, E10314/09 and E10314/10).

Existing Views Toward the Site
4.3

Photoviewpoint 1 represents a view looking west from the junction of West Street onto South
Molton Road in the centre of Bampton, upon a stretch of the Exe Valley Way. South Molton road
and its associated pavements dominate the view in the foreground. Built form is a prominent
feature of the view being visible along both sides of the road, with the creams and white shades of
the residential dwellings contrasting with the bare stone of the 1 to 2m high walls which align the
street. Urban features such as refuse bins and recycling boxes are visible elements of the street
scene as are the street lights and telephone wires which cross the sky line. Only partial views of
the Site are afforded from this location due to the screening effect of the dwellings along South
Molton Road in the middle of the view. The limited vista afforded toward the Site is further filtered
by vegetation which lines the southern boundary of the Site.

4.4

Photoviewpoint 2 is taken from the B3227 road and is representative of the view of the approach
into Bampton from the west. The view is facing east and is close to where the lane that aligns the
Site’s western boundary meets the B3227. A notable element of this view is the dense hedgerow
and mature trees surrounding both the Site and the private garden of ‘Broadmead’. The B3227
and adjoining lane, along with its associated pavement and road markings are in contrast to their
densely vegetative surrounds. Glimpsed views of ‘Broadmead’ are afforded from this viewpoint
with parts of its cream wall and a window partially visible through the trees above the hedgerow to
the left of the view. The sign marking the Bampton settlement boundary is clearly visible on the
edge of the south west corner of the Site boundary. Long distance views over Bampton to the
steeply sloping wooded hills surrounding the settlement are available from this location. Views of
the Site are limited largely to its densely hedged boundary. Given the sloping nature of the
topography, views into the Site are restricted to only minimal glimpses, although the large veteran
beech tree and mature trees both within the Site and those aligning its boundary are clearly visible
elements of the view.

4.5

Photoviewpoint 3 is taken from the Exe Valley Way footpath facing south. The location affords a
panoramic view over Bampton and the surrounding rolling countryside. The dome like topography
of the area is apparent as are the network of woodland blocks and dense hedgerows that occupy
the slopes of the hills. The suburbs of Bampton are visible to the left of the view, whilst the new
Scott’s development by Devon Homes on the B3227 can also be seen, nestled within the incised,
wooded river valley. The roofs of ‘Grey Gables’ and ‘Great Western’ can be seen in the middle
ground and views over the Site to dwellings on West Street are also obtainable. Due to intervening
vegetation the Site itself cannot be seen although the upper reaches of trees on its boundary are
visible from this location.

4.6

Photoviewpoint 4 represents a view of the High Street, facing west, from the private garage of ‘Exe
View’, close to the private dwelling of ‘Rose Marie’. Built form is a strong element of the view with
the ‘Rose Marie’ property, the High Street road and aligning stone walls dominating much of the
view. The ‘Rose Marie’ property shields views of the Site to the left of the view. Partial views into
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the Site are afforded from this location although these are heavily restricted by the stone wall and
vegetative earth bank that border the north eastern corner of the Site. Views of the Site are further
shielded and filtered by tree planting within the front garden of the ‘Rose Marie’ property. The
stone wall aligning the High Street and planting within the private garden of ‘Exe View’ frame the
view to the right of the composition. Views to the veteran and mature trees which line the western
and southern boundary of the Site are afforded from this viewpoint. However, given the aspect of
the slope of the Site, these views are limited to only the upper reaches of these trees. Views
further east of this location are not possible due to the enclosed, sunken nature of this road.
4.7

Photoviewpoint 5 is taken from ‘Bampton Footpath number 9’ facing west. Views of the rural fringe
of Bampton are afforded from this location over the River Batherm floodplain, its green, flat
expanse of water meadows clearly visible before the built form in the middle of the view, despite
the filtering effect of the dense vegetation that lines the footpath. Views of the Church of St.
Michael in Bampton are available from this viewpoint although intervening vegetation screens
views of much of the building, restricting views to only the upper reaches of the main tower. The
ridgeline in the background remains unbroken by built form and the white facade of ‘Grey Gables’
acts as a landmark for Site, representing the highest position of development upon the hillside.
The Site is partially visible from this viewpoint, nestled behind the visible rooflines of the town of
Bampton.

4.8

Photoviewpoint 6 is taken from ‘Kersdown Close’ along ‘Bampton Footpath number 9’ facing south
west over the floodplain of the River Batherm. A low stone wall bordering the entrance into
‘Kersdown Close’ dominates the foreground of the view before the expanse of grassland forming
the River Batherm floodplain which stands out in the middle of the view. Much of Bampton is
screened by intervening vegetation, although glimpsed views of built form are still afforded from
this location. Views of the Church of St. Michael in Bampton are available from this viewpoint
although intervening vegetation restricts views to only the upper reaches of the main tower. The
built form of Bampton climbs the valley side but does not breach the ridgeline, again ‘Grey Gables’
is a recognisable landmark representing the highest point of the settlement edge. Due to the
aspect of the Site, as well as intervening built form and vegetation, it is only partially visible from
this viewpoint, with the lower and upper reaches screened from view. Long distance views out to
the steeply sloping wooded hills which surround Bampton are available from this location.

4.9

Photoviewpoint 7 represents a view from the ‘Quarryman’s Rest’ pub looking down ‘Briton Street’,
facing west. Built form of Bampton dominates the view with street marking, parked and moving
cars and the white fronted stone dwellings along ‘Briton Street’ dominating the view. Other notable
elements of this street scene are the telephone poles and wires that cross the skyline as well as
the red telephone box, street signage and the post box in the wall to the right of the view. The
outskirts of Bampton are visible climbing up from the river valley and the white facade of ‘Grey
Gables’ can just be seen amongst the composition. The Site is partially visible, nestled beyond the
rooflines and built form of Bampton which dominates the middle of the view. The intervening built
form restricts views of the Site to its upper reaches, although veteran and mature trees within the
Site are visible through the intervening telephone wires that cross the view.

4.10 Photoviewpoint 8 is a long distance view from ‘Bampton footpath number 2’, facing north west.
Trees from within the ‘Sparkhayne Plantation’ dominate much of the view, screening most views of
Bampton, although some built form, located north of the High Street, is still discernible from this
viewpoint. Through the trees, a filtered view of ‘Broadmead’, which is located adjacent to the south
western corner of the Site, is afforded from this location. Views out over the patchwork of small to
medium-scale hedge and hedgebank enclosed pastures and scattered farmsteads are also
obtainable from this location. Given the angle of topography of the Site, as well as the screening
effect of intervening vegetation, views of the Site are restricted to only its upper reaches. Linear
tree planting aligning the western boundary of the Site is clearly visible from this location, as is the
large veteran tree to the middle of the Site.
4.11 Photoviewpoint 9 is a view facing north west from Windwhistle Lane by ‘Ashleigh House’. The
B3227 road is visible in the foreground, with views of the road and passing vehicles filtered by the
trees that line Windwhistle Lane. The view is a composition of rooflines and built form nestled
amongst vegetation around the urban fringe of Bampton. Views out toward the patchwork of small
Bampton, Devon
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to medium-scale hedge and hedgebank enclosed pastures and scattered farmsteads beyond
Bampton in the distance are available. ‘Grey Gables’ and ‘Broadmead’ are visible amongst the
surrounding vegetation. Due to the screening effect of intervening vegetation and built form, views
of the Site are restricted to its western sections. Mature and veteran trees both within the Site and
those lining its western and southern boundaries are a strong feature of views toward the Site.
4.12 Photoviewpoint 10 represents a long distance view facing north west from ‘Bampton footpath
number 11’, just north of ‘Lower Bowbier Farm’. Farm buildings, fences and a gate associated to
‘Lower Bowbier Farm’ are focal elements of the foreground of this view. The large arable field
beyond the farm stands out due to its unique colour in the composition - its peach-brown coloured
contrasting markedly with the greens of the patchwork of small to medium-scale hedge and
hedgebank enclosed pastures visible in the distance. ‘Grey Gables’ and Broadmead’ are visible on
the edges of the Site boundary representing the extremities of Bampton’s built form on the valley
side. The Site is clearly discernible in the view with the aspect of topography of the Site affording a
rare, almost entirely uninterrupted view of the whole face of the Site. Mature and veteran trees
both within the Site and those lining its western and southern boundaries are a notable feature of
the view toward the Site. The view demonstrates the Site’s association with the urban fringe of
Bampton with built form visible beyond the Site, radiating along access routes from Bampton’s
historic core.
4.13 Photoviewpoint 11 is a view facing north west at the entrance to the drive leading to ‘Lower
Bowbier Farm’ on ‘Windwhistle Lane’. The location affords panoramic views over the valley which
is composed of a patchwork of small to medium-scale hedges, hedgerow tree and hedgebank
enclosed pastures and scattered farmsteads. To the right of the scene, views are available of the
built form of Bampton to the distant hills beyond. Only isolated dwellings encroach upon the higher
slopes of the hill tops. Built form is visible around the Site with dwellings such as ‘Broadmead’ on
the Site’s south western corner and ‘Grey Gables’ along the High Street adjacent to the northern
border of the Site identifiable. More concentrated built form of Bampton is visible in the immediate
vicinity of the Site’s southern and eastern boundaries. The Site is visible from this viewpoint
although is slightly filtered by the trees which line the Site’s southern boundary.
4.14 Photoviewpoint 12 represents a view facing north from ‘Ballhill Lane’ along ‘Bampton footpath
number 14’. Built form is a prominent feature of the view, being visible both to the right the middle
of the composition at School Close in the valley and at the High Street within Bampton.
‘Broadmead’ and ‘Grey Gables’ are promient dwellings within the view, the roofline of the latter
breaching the ridgeline of the hill. Only partial views of the Site are afforded from this location due
to intervening vegetation.
4.15 Photoviewpoint 13 is a long distance view facing north east from ‘Bampton footpath number 14’.
The location affords a wide panorama over the steeply sloping hills and valleys which surround the
town, the built form of Bampton being discernible in the middle of the view. Moving traffic is
noticeable along the B3222 to the left of the view. Views to the foot of the valley to the right of the
view are shielded by ‘Gumbland Copse’. Partial views of the Site are available in the middle of the
composition, nestled amongst the built form of Bampton. The veteran beech tree and other mature
trees lining the Site’s western boundary shield views of the upper reaches of the Site. Given the
angle of topography, as well as further intervening vegetation, the lower reaches of the Site,
particularly the south eastern corner, are not visible from this viewpoint.

Interim Summary
4.16 The extent of the actual visual envelope is shown on Plan E10314/02. Views of the Site are
generally not obtainable from distances greater than approximately 1km away due to the
topography of the area, the wooded character of the surroundings and the intervening built form,
hedgerows and blocks of vegetation which screen and filter most views of the Site.
4.17 From an analysis of viewpoints in the surrounding area, the areas of greatest visibility are those
viewpoints located to the south of the Site. Views of the Site from the north and northeast are not
obtainable due to intervening topography and the aspect of slope. Views of the Site from within
Bampton, Devon
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Bampton are generally partial or screened due to the topography of the area and intervening built
form. More open views of the Site are obtainable from approximately 0.5km away from the Site on
higher ground.
4.18 The pronounced slope from the northwest to southeast across the Site results in its lower reaches
being screened from most viewpoints by intervening built form and vegetation. From the roads and
lanes aligning the boundaries of the Site, the Site is not clearly discernible at street level due to its
raised topography, the sunken nature of lanes and the density of their vegetative boundaries.
4.19 Views of rooflines and dwellings are associated with views of and toward the Site, with built form of
the Bampton urban fringe bordering the Site along its northern, southern and eastern borders.

Bampton, Devon
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5. CONCLUSION OF BASELINE
Opportunities
5.1

Given the topography of the Site, it is recommended that height and massing of proposed
development is sensitively considered. In particular, the extent to which the development will be
prominent on the skyline should be thoroughly addressed. It is recommended that proposals
reflect the existing topography and that the topography of the Site is not drastically altered. The
pronounced slope from the northwest to southeast across the Site results in its lower reaches being
screened from most viewpoints - development should be focussed to this area.

5.2

The mature trees and veteran beech located on Site and along the Site’s western and southern
boundaries are a focal element of views toward the Site and also act as a filter for views, especially
from the south. The retention of these trees should be encouraged.

5.3

The dense hedgerow that borders the Site is typical of type of field enclosure witnessed in the
surrounding landscape and helps to shield views into the Site from street level at locations in close
proximity to the Site. Hedgerow enclosures are a typical characteristic of the surrounding area and
should be retained and enhanced.

5.4

Built form abuts the Site to the north and east whilst dwellings such as ‘Broadmead’ and ‘Grey
Gables’ are visible in adjacent to the Site in the majority of long distance views toward the Site.
These dwellings are landmarks to the settlement edge of Bampton demarcating the extremities of
its western fringes. The Site’s close proximity to built form and the way it is bordered by roads and
lanes results in its association with the rural fringe of Bampton rather than that of the more
medium-scale hedgebank-enclosed pastures of the wider surrounding rural landscape, where
settlement and built form are more sparsely spread. The organic growth of Bampton from its
historic core has followed the route of roads within the valleys leading to a radial growth pattern of
the town over time. The layout of the development should seek to replicate this historical
settlement pattern.

5.5

Detailed design should also seek to enhance the connectivity of the Site to existing green
infrastructure resources. Views of the built form of Bampton are usually filtered by vegetation.
Given the wooded character of the surrounding area, tree planting is encouraged so as to help
assimilate the new development into the surrounding area and further restrict views of it.

Constraints
5.6

Given the topography of the Site, its upper reaches are the parts of the Site that are most clearly
visible and development should not be located in this part of the Site. Development should be
concentrated within the valley and not break the existing natural ridge-line of the surrounding hills.
‘Broadmead’ and ‘Grey Gables’ are identifiable landmarks that represent the extremities of
Bampton – development should be contained within these benchmarks.

5.7

The built form of the proposed development should be of a similar scale to the buildings in the
surrounding area so as to help assimilate the new development into the surrounding area.

5.8

From the roads and lanes aligning the boundaries of the Site, the Site is not clearly discernible at
street level due to its raised topography. New development should be screened by the boundaries
of the Site so as to reduce the visual impact of the built form from its immediate locality.

Bampton, Devon
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How the Proposed Development Layout Reflects the Opportunities
and Constraints
5.9

The proposed layout of the new development responds well to the existing topography and shows
new dwellings at the foot of the slope. This is the ideal position in terms of landscape and visual
impact as the development will not be prominent on the skyline in this location. This layout also
reflects the historical organic growth pattern of Bampton.

5.10 The new layout shows the retention of the mature trees on Site including those lining the western
and southern boundaries. The dense hedgerow boundaries have also been retained.
5.11 Dwellings have been set back away from the southern boundary which will reduce the visibility of
the new development from the B3227.

Bampton, Devon
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6. SUMMARY
Landscape Character
6.1

The Site’s close proximity to built form and the way that it is bordered by roads and lanes with
ribbon development means that it is more closely associated with the rural fringe of Bampton than
that of the medium-scale hedgebank-enclosed pastures of the wider surrounding rural landscape,
where settlement and built form are more sparsely spread.

6.2

The Site is a rural fringe pasture that softens the settlement edge of Bampton. With its road and
lane borders it acts as a transition between the urban character of Bampton and the wider rural
landscape. This means there is an opportunity for development of the Site without drastically
changing or harming the overall landscape character.

Visual Amenity
6.3

Views from the immediate environs of the Site are limited due to the dense hedgerow borders
which line the Site. From the roads and lanes that surround the Site, both the raised location of the
Site and the aspect of the slope further restrict views.

6.4

From within Bampton, views are either completely screened by intervening built form or largely
restricted to its upper reaches by intervening vegetation and built form.

6.5

Long distance views of the Site are generally not afforded due to intervening landform and
vegetation. Where long distance views are afforded, these are generally partial views, restricted to
views of the upper reaches of the Site by intervening built form and vegetation.

Conclusion
6.6

For the reasons outlined above, the Site is therefore considered to be an acceptable location for
development at Bampton on landscape and visual grounds. Opportunities and constraints have
been considered from a landscape perspective and the development proposal has been assessed
on these guiding principles to aid the assimilation of potential development on the site into the
existing landscape context.
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· Plantations and expanses of rock exposure on wooded
valley sides.

· Transport corridor with roads aligning the floodplain; and

· Enclosed, densely wooded with occasional isolated
tree plantations;

LCA 5: Wooded Valley Transport Corridor

· Wide, flat topography;

· Open flood plain of the River Batherm; and

LCA 4: Open Floodplain

· Quieter, narrow and intimate streets, off the main
thoroughfares.

· Small rural market town with a busy centre and much
traffic;

LCA 3: Bampton Urban Area

· Few trees on the hilltops but dense beech and holly
hedges.

· Medium to large scale arable fields on hilltops;

LCA 2: Open Hill Summit

· Sparsely spread settlement and scattered farmsteads.

· Steeply rolling topography with blocks of dense woodland;

· Winding single-track lanes with enclosing hedgerow
surrounds;

· Dense hedges on hedgebanks field enclosures;

· Small to medium scale enclosed pastures, used
primarily for rough grazing;

LCA 1: Steeply Rolling Farmland
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B3227

Dense hedgerow and mature trees forming
Southern boundary to Site.

Photoviewpoint 2: View from the B3227 road looking east. This view is representative of the approach into Bampton from the west along the B3227.

‘Broadmead’

Photoviewpoint 1: View from the junction of West Street onto South Molton Road in the centre of Bampton, looking west.
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boundary of the site
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Photoviewpoint 4: View of the High Street, looking west, adjacent to the private garage of ‘Exe View’, opposite the private dwelling of ‘Rose Marie’.

“Rose Marie”

Photoviewpoint 3: View from the Exe Valley Way footpath looking south east.
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‘Grey Gables’
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Photoviewpoint 5: View looking west from ‘Bampton Footpath number 9’.
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Photoviewpoints 5 and 6

Photoviewpoint 6: View from ‘Kersdown Close’ along ‘Bampton Footpath number 9’ facing
southwest over the floodplain of the River Batherm.
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‘Grey Gables’
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Photoviewpoints 5 and 6

‘Grey Gables’ (Partially hidden)

Photoviewpoint 7: View from the ‘Quarryman’s Rest’ pub in Bampton looking west down
‘Briton Street’.
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Photoviewpoints 7 and 8

Photoviewpoint 8: View looking northwest from ‘Bampton Footpath number 2’,
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Photoviewpoint 10: View looking northwest from ‘Bampton Footpath number 11’, north of ‘Lower Bowbier Farm’.
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Photoviewpoint 9: View looking northwest from Windwhistle Lane by ‘Ashleigh House’.
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Photoviewpoint 12: View looking north from ‘Ballhill Lane’ along ‘Bampton Footpath number 14’.

‘Broadmead’
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Photoviewpoint 11: View looking northwest from the entrance to the track leading to ‘Lower Bowbier Farm’ along ‘Windwhistle Lane’.
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“Windwhistle Lane”
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Photoviewpoint 13: View looking northeast from ‘Bampton Footpath number 14’.
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